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Introduction 
Today, almost all the goods and services we 

consume are purchased as commodities. We live to 
work to buy in order to live. Many people are now 
trying to break out of this aimless cycle by 
producing some of their basic needs - vegetables, 
clothing, shelter - for themselves. In the face of 
depleting non-renewable energy reserves arid the 
threat of nuclear power, solar energy has been 
added to the self-production list. A burgeoning 
literature has appeared picturing the dream of total 
self-sufficiency at a commune or family level. But 
how many people are likely to achieve this goal? Is 
it desirable anyway? 

This is a booklet about solar energy, so let's use 
the energy part of self-sufficiency as an example. 
Solar collectors for household water and space 
heating have become an essential component of 
most schemes. The alternative technology purists 
would certainly attempt to make these collectors 
for themselves. Yet they would still have to buy or 
scrounge the copper pipes and sheet, black paint , 
glass, the sheet metal for the box, the fibre-glass 
insulation, aluminium strips to hold the glass on 
etc. Each of these materials has relied on an 
extensive high-technology industrial system for its 
production, and the labour of those still working in 
the system. At present the social and environ
mental impact of many of the production methods 
used leaves much to be desired. (Take, for 
example, the mining and refining of bauxite on 
Aboriginal land at Gove or Weipa to produce 
aluminium). If we are looking then for a solution 
in which society as a whole lives in long-term 
harmony with the environment and with itself, we 
must look at changes to our productive system as a 
whole, a political task extending far beyond the 
boundaries of any fledgling 'autonomous' group. 

This is not to say that do-it-yourself 
construction or installation, or purchase, of solar 
energy devices has n.o relevance. For many this is 
an introduction to renewable energy sources and 
often leads in turn to a higher consciousness of the 
general energy problem and its political context. 
For those who do get into do-it-yourself 
construction there is immense benefit to be gained 
from first-hand experience of working with 
renewable energy. Hence we are releasing this 

booklet on solar energy for the home, which is a 
reprint of relevant articles in the special solar 
edition (vol. 2 no. 3 of Chain R eaction) published 
last year and which quickly sold out. These articles 
include "Solar Technology and Social Change" , 
which discusses some of the broader social 
considerations involved in the introduction of solar 
energy. 

We have updated the original Chain Reaction 
articles and added a current bibliography for the 
areas covered by the booklet, and for some which 
are not such as solar electricity and alternative 
energy strategies in the industrial, and commercial, 
sectors. 

Above all, we hope that the scope of the 
questions this booklet raises on energy use in the 
home will be extended far beyond the garden fence 
into the workplace and general community. 
Unwittingly no doubt, but the environmental and 
resources debate which has raged since the late 
1960s, and the nuclear controversy in the 1970s, 
have brought us to a uniquely favorable position in 
history for a radical change of technology. There 
was no environmental and social impact analysis as 
steam power rolled relentlessly over the self
sustaining pre-industrial economy of Eighteenth
Century Britain. But now, thanks to nuclear power 
and the environmental crisis, awareness of the 
reflexive interactions between technology, political 
and economic structures, al'.\d natural environment 
are at an all-time high. The challenge lies in 
extending and channelling that awareness so that 
solar technology is introduced in a way which 
maximises all people's participation in shaping a 
new society of their choice. John Andrews 

November 1977 

, 

Solar Water Heating 2 
A detailed review of solar water-heating systems and 
sources of information, including many new do-it-
yourse/f ideas. 

Community Technology 10 
The autonomous house at Sydney University. 

Solar Energy up North 12 
Barbara James describes how Darwin has taken off 
on solar power, once again after the cyclone! 

Technology for the People by the People 14 
Captain Eddy's legacy. 
We talk with 82-year-old Marie Nurse, one of 
Melbourne's oldest friends of the sun. 

And What Do the Solar Companies Say? 15 
An interview with Beasley's of Adelaide, an 
Australian manufacturer of solar water heaters. 

Solar Technology and Political Change 16 
Brian Martin writes on the interplay between 
technology and society, and discusses the politics 
of solar energy. 

Solar Space Heating 18 
Warming inner space with sunshine. A review of 
solar design ideas and solar houses in Australia 
and overseas. 

Solar Energy Bibliography inside/outside back cover 
Access to the latest solar technology. 

.,., .. 

Address all correspondence to Chaln Reaction 
Friends of the Earth, 51 Nicholson St., Carlton, Vic: 
3053. Tel. (03) 347 6630. 
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HEATING 

Taking 
the Initiative 

The area of solar water heating is particularly suited to 
participatory creative technology on the part of people 
with no specialist training in engineering or the sciences, 
or in metal working, plumbing etc. In the bargain people 
can initiate directly a change in patterns Qf energy con
sumption, and become a bit more independent of 
centralised energy-production agencies. Solar water 
heaters are small-scale devices, reasonably inexpensive 
(and can be incredibly so if you're good at recycling 
throw-away materials), and they are not too complex for 
ordinary people to understand. However, so many_ varia
tions in desi~n are possible that they are great for bring
ing out the inventive talents which are so suppressed in 
most people's working lives today. 

Compared with the total primary energy consumption 
in Australia at present, the percentage that would actual
ly be provided by the sun 1f all houses were fitted with 
solar water ~aters is quite small - only 1.5% of the 
total2. Currently, however, a meagre 0.01% is obtained 
from solar collectors, most of these being in Western 
Australia and the Northern Territory. The total 
energy consumption here though refers to industrial, 
commercial and household use, and when you limit con
sideration to just the household sector, the energy saved 
by fitting solar water heaters begins to look more signifi
cant. 

In the average house in Australia, about 50% of energy 
consumed is for space heating, 25% for water heating, 
and 25% for cooking, lighting etc3 • Water heat
ing is thus the second ·major energy consumer in the 
home and by fitting a solar water-heating system between 
60 and 90% of this demand can be met by solar energy, 
the precise value depending on where· you live. 

In Chain Reaction Vol. 2, No. 2. theideaofwholeenergy 
analysis was described4

, so: How long does it take for a 
collector to absorb a quantity of energy equal to that 
needed to produce the copper, glass, insulation etc., 
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which have been used to r.iake the collector? Well, 
CSIRO say5 it's only about six months on the average in 
Australia, and with an estimated lifetime of a collector of 
20 years, that's a very favourable energy balance. 

Further', a recent estimate by CSIRO of the total 
quantity of primary energy in the form of low
temperature (~l 50°C)heat which could in practice be sup
plied 'by solar collectors by the year 2000 suggests that 
there would be no materials-short~ge problems - e.g. 
with copper or glass - if all houses were to be fitted with 
solar water heaters by the end of this century6. 

Systems 
The following is an attempt to review information on 

solar water heating which is relevant to the Australian 
situation. The review is far from comprehensive, but 
references are given whereJ'oints merely mentioned in 
passing here can be followe up in detail. Mainly I hope 
to communicate the principles behind the design of solar 
water heaters and then to give a few ideas and practical 
hints for people to improvise on for themselves. 

Typel 
There are two main types of solar hot water system. 
Type 1 relies on natural circulation, called 

thermosyphon action. 
The sun's rays heat the blackened collector plate which 

in turn conducts heat to the water in the vertical tubes 
soldered to the plate. The density of the water falls so it 
rises up the tubes, to the horizontal 'header' pipe at the 
top, and on up the insulated pipe to the hot-water storage 
tank. Meanwhile cold water flows from the bottom of the 
tank down to the lower header pipe of the collector, and 
so the cycle begins. 

During the day hot water gathers in the upper part of 
the storage tank. Provided the top of the collector is 

., 

A solar hot-water system tucked away at the back of a house in Surrey Hills, Melbourne. 

below the bottom of the tank and the connecting pipes 
are well insulated, the circulation stops when there's no 
sun. 

This is the type of system CSIRO have done most 
work on and which is used in the majority of commercial 
solar water heaters available in Australia . Unfortunately 

the 1964 CSIRO Circular No. 2, Solar Water Heaters 
which gives ful.1 constructional details of such a system, i~ 
now out of pnnt and I was told that there were no im
mediate plans to publish an updated version7• We 
therefore intend to publish do-it-yourself plans for a 
CS! RO-type thermosyphon system in a later CR. 

Diagr~m of a typical thermosyphon 
solar water-heating system. 

storage 
tank 

Structure of a flat-plate collector. solar energy in 
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Type2 

Type 2 systems employ forced circulation - that is, 
they use a pump, usually an electrically driven one, to cir
culate water from the storage tank through the collectors 
and back to the tank -again . This arrangement has to 
be used if it proves impossible on a particular house to 
have the tank above the collectors. For example, you 
would use this arrangement if fitting a solar water
heating system in a house which already had a hot water 
tank at ground level and you wished to have the collec
tors on the roof. 

A complication is though that you require a ther
mostatic control system which stops the pump when the 
temperature of the collector plate falls below that of the 
water in the tank - . otherwise the water would continue 
to cirnulate on cold days or at night, radiating the heat 
collected back into space to warm up the clouds! A 
suitable control circuit is .described in ref. 8. Ref. 8 also 
tells you about pumps, which need only be small, 3 watts 
or so, if the collectors aren't too far above the tank. 

A ne~t alternative to a control system is to use a small 
pump powered by a 6 V, 0.3' A silicon solar cell, which 
automatically will operate only when the sun shines, and 
it requires no external power source8

• 

Another form of forced-circulation system uses the 
sloping roof of a building as the solar collector. This 
arrangement, first proposed by Harry Thomason in the 
USA (see ref g for three solar houses he's built), has been 
used by Biotechnic Research and Development (BRAD), 
originally a group of 10 adults and three children, on 
their communal house in Wales10

• 

Unlike many 'experimental' autonomous houses where 
the interest is entirely on the hardware, the people in the 
BRAD commune actually have to live with the resuJts of 
their work, and of course live with each other. As Phillip 
Brachi, one of the group describes 1°: . "Experiments. to 
gauge the roofs performance, for instance, are enlivened 
(poor- Brum would say hampered) by such things as 
others in the community wanting to wash their hands, 
cloudy Montgomeryshire days, and the demands of bees, 
goats, and hay-making upon one's own time." 

Back home, the 'Autonomous House' built in the 
grounds of Sydney University by a group of seventeen 
2nd and 3rd year architecture students is again an eco
house which is lived in, full-time. The house was designed 
to provide permanent living space for four people, and it 
continues to evolve as the occupants directly experience 
the social and technical implications of the 'alternative' 
.building they've created. (See Comtec for their com
ments and _illustr~!ions). 

The clever solar hot-water system they use has a 
blackened 44-gal. drum doubling up as the absorber and 
storage . tank. Reflectors either side .concentrate solar 
radiation on to the drum, hence increasing the effective 
collection area. Improvements planned at present include 
an insulated cover to the system which can be opened 
during the day and closed up at night, and the use of a 
longer, narrower drum as absorber. 
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Diagram of a forced-circulation solar 
water-heating system. 

~\!"-~,. 

Perforated ridge pipe 
2 mm GAP sheeting 

0.5mm corrugated aluminium 
3 in. polystyrene insulation 

Solar gutter 
(sloping feed 

v to gutter) 
,_~...;Fi;;;lt~er..-.r Rain-gutter 

1;=~;:;.;;J,.....--\.-Top-up tank 

Photo (above) and schematic diagram (below) of the BRAD 
commune's solar roof in Wales, U.K. 

Diagram of the solar water heater on the Sydney Uni 
autonomous house. 

Collectors 

With the exception of the last system, all the collectors 
~o far described have been of the flat-plate variety - that 
is, they don't focus the sun's rays. It is generally accepted 
that these are the most suitable type for domestic hot
water systems. Focusing collectors - parabolic dish 
reflectors or parabolic mirror cylinders (see below) -
allow higher temperatures in the absorber to be reached 
but this is of no advantage for simple hot-water system~ 
where 57°C is 9uit~ adequate for all household purposes. 

The parabohc dish reflectors also have to be fitted with 
a tracking m~hanism so that they follow the sun across 
the sky, while the orientation of parabolic cylinders 
should be changed about once a month to allow for · the 
change ift the sun's path over that period . · 

Another disadvantage of focusing collectors is that 
they_ canno~ i:riake use of the diffuse component of 
sunhght. T~is is what you see when the sun goes behind a 
cloud, and it consists of solar radiation which has been 

MR. 

l. LAYE.~ Or 

~t~ 

A collector using old sump oil (the more carbon the bet
ter!) as the absorber. The designer claims the sump oil 
works better than a flat-black surface on copper because 
the ~teep temperature gradient acrou the black surface is 
avoided, and convection of the heated oil improves heat 
transfer to the riser pipes. 

does not need tracking mechanism water runs through here 

----- strips of mirror 1" wide-
c laid onto ply or fibreglass mount 

Iv~ 

A parabolic mirror cylinder. 

,scat~ered in all )iirections by the eartli~s atmosphere. 
1)·pically, the diffuse .component accounts for betwcgi 
20-40% of the annual total of radiation reaching the 
earth's surface. 

Above 600C~ however, the efficiency of flat-plate collec
tors falls off rapidly, so that if this 'higher grade' heat is 
required - e.g. in a solar cooker - it's necessary to 
change over to a focusing·typ,e .. 

The structure -of a tvoic_l:ll .flat-plate collector is shown 
on page 15. Copper is.usually used in preference to steel or 
alumi~ium as the absorber plate, even though iHs morc
expens1ve, because of 'its resistance to corrosion and · its 
ease of soldering and forming. fX thermal past~ can be 
used to ensure good thermal contact between riser tubes 
and absorber plate if aluminium, or steel is· used. 

Other promising ideas for DIY collectors incluae using 
old pressed-st~el central-heati~g radiators, painted matt 
b!a~k and set i~ a polystyrene box"..._ arid usmg old sum~ 
011 in a tray with double glazing12 

.. See also ref. f3; and 
refs. 4-7, of Solar Space Heating article. 

A good fl~t-pl_ate collector transfers about 50% of the 
energy reaching it to the water flowing in the riser tubes 
!fowever, when heat losses from the connecting pipes and 
storage tank are counted, the overall c.ollection efficiency 
drops to about 40-45%. 
. Over. the p_ast ye~rs a lot of work has been directed at 
improvn~g this efficiency. The problem is that copper sur
fac~s painted matt black are good absorbers of solar 
radiation, but they are also good emitters of heat - in
f~ared radiation - as well. To reduce this infrared emis
s10~ CSIRO have developed 'selective black' surfaces 
whic~ are ~xcellent absorbers of sunli~ht, but poor emit
ters _m the n~frared. However, the efficiency of the coilec
tor is only improved about 5-6% by this treatment and 
three Jarge tanks with heaters are required to prepare the 
selective su~face on copper plate, making the process 
very ~xpensive for the do-it-yourselfer. It doesn't sound 
\~~ difficult though, and practical details are given in :ref. 

Long-term measurements of solar radiation have 
sho~n that the _bes~ settin~ for a flat-plate collector at a 
particular locati~n is to pomt it north, with its plane at an 
angle t~ the honzontal ·of 0.9 x latitude of place. 
. ~uckdy, however, the energy absorbed isn't too sen

sitive to ~he angle of inclination of the collector, and for 
example m Melbourne (latitude 38°S) anywhere between 
25° and 45° to the horizontal gives about the same total 
energy ~bsorbed 15

:. This means that you can fit collectors 
fl~t agamst .a Y4-pitch ~oof, or b~tter, instead o.f the tiles, 
wi.thout 

O 
losmg much m collect10n efficiency16 •• Plus or 

!11-mus 5 or so from true north (n.b. not magnetic north) 
isn't going to make much difference to year-round 
energy-collection either. 

Designing 

Basic decisions to make if you're going to build a ther
mosyphon solar hot-water system are: the total area of 
collector required; the capacity of the storage tank· and 
type <?f boosting needed if any. Now the answers to these 
questions depend o~ how many people are using the 
systef!l, where Y?U hve, and also upon your lifestyle (at 
least msofar as it relates to hot-water usage!). 
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~~~ge A solar water-heating system which uses a wood stove as 

a booster. (see page 9 for photo of house). 

The Solar/ax map opposite should help you to make 
these initial design choices. The values quoted were ob
tained from CSIRO publications and refer to an average 
family of four in an average house. The tank sizes given 
allow l \/2-2 days supply of hot water to be stored, assum
ing a daily hot-water usage of 45 litres per person. Larger 
tanks are recommended for higher latitudes since in these 
regions overcast periods tend to be more p_rolonged. 

It's best to treat these values as upper limits since they 
correspond to pretty high comfort levels and allow very 
flexible - wasteful? - use of hot water. By changing 
your patterns of hot-water usage to harmonise with the 
sun's rhythms - e.g. using hot water mainly in the early 
morning - smaller systems can be used. The system size 
really depends on the adaptability of the people con
cerned. 

To amend the figures for collector area, tank size and 
annual saving in electricity bill, for other sizes of 
household, simply adjust them proportionately - e.g. 
double them for a group of 8, half them for a couple. 

The systems shown were designed on a 'best month' 
basis. This means that the system would supply all the 
energy your hot-water needs during the best month of the 
year for solar radiation (Dec.-Jan.), but for the rest of the 
year some form of boosting would be needed to keep the 
water temperature up to 57°C. Values for the annual 
percentage of energy used for water heating which is sup
plied by the collectors are included on the map. Subtract 
these from l 00% to find the amount of boosting needed. 

The use of a booster represents a compromise -
usually a compromise in the interests of economics rather 
than fuel conservation - so it needs to be considered 
carefully. The problem is that, in southern parts of 
Australia especially, considerably larger collector areas 
are required if you're going to get 100% solar contribu
tion all the year. In Melbourne, for example, approx
imately three times the collector area is required for an 
all-solar system 11

• Most of this collector area is then 
superfluous except for the two or three coldest months of 
the year. 

Nearly all the commercial systems employ an electric 
immersion-heater booster in the storage tank. It should 
be noted that the heater and thermostat in a solar storage 
tank are fitted higher up the tank than in an all-electric 
system, and in different positions depending on whether 
the supply to the electric heater is continuous or off-peak 
night rate only (see refs 17,18). For a neat way of fitting 

solar collectors to arr existing all-electric hot-water tank, 
requiring no extra holes in or fittings to the tank, see 
ref. 8. 

One of the best solutions to the boosting problem -
avoiding the use of electricity altogether - is to use a 
slow-combustion wood swve as the booster. Such a stove 
is used most in winter, for cooking, heating etc., and this 
is just the time when you need the extra heat for the hot
water system. 

Econ.oinics 

The economics of domestic solar water-heating 
systems are a complicated business, and (excuse the 
puns) not a very profitable exercise. 

A lot is made of the so-called 'pay-back period'. This is 
usually (ound by working out the extra capital cost of a 
solar system over and above an all-electric hot-water 
system, and then finding out how many years it takes to 
recoup this extra outlay by your savings in electricity -
at current electricity prices. If you assume an extra 
capital cost of $100 per m2 of collector, the values for 
electricity saved given on the Solar/ax map allow pay
back periods to be calculated for cities around the 
country. 

More sophisticated analyses of economic viability take 
into account the fact that you could have invested this ·ex
tra capital spent on a solar system, so that the interest 
you would have received each year should be counted as 
an annual cost of the solar system 17. They also consider 
maintenance charges, though these tend to be very low 
(especially if you clean the collectors yourself!). 

Alternatively some analyses suppose that you bo"ow 
the extra capital required, and count your yearly repay
ments plus interest as an annual cost. Nicholls21 has done 
a detailed analysis of the latter type for N.S.W., and con
cludes that "solar energy is far cheaper than electrical 
energy for low-temperature heating purposes, if it is 
given capital at the same price as that enjoyed by the 
electricity generating industry." 

In summary then, economic viability depends critically 
on the cost of the energy you're saving with your solar : 
system, and on the interest rates on your capital expen
diture. 

The cost of the fuel saved is really the key factor. For 
example, if you double the cost of off-peak electricity, 
you half the pay-back period. It's the fact that electricity 
for water heating in Perth is three times more expensive 
than in Melbourne (3.85 c compared with 1.31 c/kWh), 
not so much that Perth is so much sunnier, that gives 
solar water-heating systems in Perth a 3-4 year 
pay-back period compared with over 10 in Melbourne. 

Rising cosfs "or conventional fuels over the coming 
years are therefore likely to make any estimate of pay
back period for solar systems wildly inaccurate. Further
more, if you make your collectors for yourself you'll save 
a great deal of money and recoup your extra outlay much 
more quickly than with a commercial system. 

Economic analyses of solar energy are most notable 
for what they leave out. Most of the real benefits in going 
solar just cannot be expressed in economic terms. How 
can you estimate the monetary value of leading a life 
closer to natural rhythms which feels better? Of usin~ a 
clean endless source of energy? Of gaining greater m
dividual autonomy? 
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COMN\ERCI~LLY-MADE 
SOLAR WATER HEATERS ----~ ... ~..,,;;._ __________________________________________________________________________ __ 

Below is a list of the principal commercial manufa~- prox. $210 for a 180-litre tank to $270 for a 370-litre 
turers and distributors of solar hot water systems m tank. 
Australia - - a list I include with mixed feelings. As Many commercial systems now have the collector and 
argued earlier, many of the rewards of solar energy are storage tank cQmbined in one unit for ease of fitting to 
lost if you're not participating directly in the whole the roof. Interesting new developments include the 
process of design, manufacture, installation, as well as Philips evacuated tube collector, an Israeli design which 
using a solar device. Only this way do you get a deeper has closely spaced black fins around the riser tubes (like 
understandingfpf your relationship both with technology, the panel at the back of a refrigerator) so that incoming 
and with the sun itself. sunlifht is 'trapped' by multiple reflection and absorp-

But, bein~ realistic, I can't see most peopl~ at _pre~ent tion1 
, and a fibre-glass reinforced plastic collector20 

having the time, resources (money, tools?), or mclmatlon, designed by Applied Research of Australia which has two 
to construct solar devices for themselves. On the other sheets of glass above a layer of black plastic, the water to 
hand it remains important that solar energy is used right be heated flowing between the plastic and the inner glass 
away: in Austraha, mainly to reduce demand for sheet. 
electricity and hence conserve fossil fuels and reduce But beware! In the words of Bob MacDonald, 
pollution at the power station end; overseas, to prove that Laboratory Manager at Melbourne University's Depart-
nuclear power 1s unnecessary as well as being so un- ment of Mechanical Engineering which is engaged in 
desirable. solar energy research and development, "A lot has hap-

in the short-term then, I think the solar - energy pened in the area of commercial solar systems in the past 
industry has a role to play - hence the few months and-a lot of rubbish has come on to the 
list! - but longer-term, we should look for alter- market." No one I spoke to had a good word to say 
native modes of production, involvin~ alternative rela- about the imported plastic collectors which have recently 
tions of production. appeared in Australia, though Applied Research claim 

A few notes on the list of commercial firms: high efficiency for their new design. 

The Beasley collectors are the only ones to have a 
selective surface and are widely regarded as the most ef
ficient of those manufactured in Australia. Each collec
tor is 0.75 m2 in area and costs (at present) $77.25. 

There is one situation that I think should be changed. 
CSIRO have done tests on the performance of most of 
the commercial solar water-heating systems available but 
are not able to release these details to the public. There 
seems no reason why this information ·should not be 
publicly available. Typical prices of storage tanks suitable for solar 

systems and fitted with electric boosters range from ap-

SOME MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF SOLAR WATER HEATERS 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
Braemar Engineering Co (NSW) Pty Ltd 
167 Bonds Road 
PUNCHBOWL, 2196 
Solarhot Water Systems 
34 Flinders Road 
EARLWOOD, 2206 
Solar Boost Australia Pty Ltd 
80 Wentworth Road 
HOMEBUSH, 2140 
Sunray Solar Systems 
292 P1ttwater Road 
NORTH RYDE, 2113 
George Wills & Co Ltd 
45 Clarence Street 
SYDNEY, 2000 
Australian Solarway Pty Ltd 
59 Hunter Street 
HORNSBY, 2077 
P.O. Solar Plates 
10 Old Lake Road 
PORT MACQUARIE, 2444 
QUEENSLAND 
Braemar Engineering Co (Qld) Pty Ltd 
Bilsen Road 
GEEBUNG, 4034 
Queensland Solar Systems 
Lot 141, Herbert Street 
SLACKS CREEK, 4127 
Solar Heating Services 
14 Aerodrome Road 
MAROOCHYDORE, 4558 

Thermax Electric Water Heaters Pty Ltd 
15 Curtin Avenue 
HAMILTON CENTRAL, 4007 
George Wills & Co Ltd 
146 Mary Street 
BRISBANE, 4000 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Beasley· Industries Pty Ltd 
Bolton Avenue 
DEVON PARK, 5008 
l\pplied Research of Australia 
13 Durant Road 
CROYDON PARK, 5008 
Braemar Engineering Co (SA) Pty Ltd 
Findon Road 
KIDMAN PARK, 5025 

TASMANIA 
Braemar Engineering Pty Ltd 
14 Wenvoe Street 
DEVONPORT, 7310 
George Wills & Co Ltd 
57-63 Canning Street 
LAUNCESTON. 7000 

VICTORIA 
George Wills & Co Ltd 
203 King Street 
MELBOURNE, 3000 
Wilson Solar1ite 
16 Thornton Crescent 
MITCHAM, 3132 
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Y azaki Pacific Pty Ltd 
16 Eastern Road 
SOUTH MELBOURNE, 3205 
Autonomous Energy Systems 
25 Mclachlan Street 
MOUNT WAVERLEY, 3149 
Earth Resources 
74 Henderson Road 
NORTH CLAYTON, 3168 
Somer Solar Installations 
Sandy Point Road, 
SOMERS, 3927 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
S. W. Hart & Co Pty Ltd 
112 Pilbara Street 
WELSHPOOL, 6106 
Smalls Solar Heeta Co 
IO Goongarrie Street 
BA YSW ATER, 6053 
Sola-ray Appliances 
6 Boag Road 
MORLEY, 6062 
Western Iron Works Pty Ltd 
I Strang Street 
SOUTH FREMANTLE, 6162 
George Wills & Co Ltd 
136 Fitzgerald Street 
PERTH, 6000 
Solar King 
4 Collingwood Street 
OSBORNE PARK, 6017 

An autonomous house fitted with a solar water heater, 
wood stove, wind-electric generator and methane 
digester, located near Flinders on the coast south of 

Storming Ivory 
Towers 

Finally here are a few suggestions for getting more in
formation about solar energy generally, and a way of 
making professional solar scientists more aware of the 
community's needs. 

NOTES AND SOURCES. 
I. Primary energy - fuels such as petroleum products, coal, natural 
gas and hydroelectricity. Any gas or electricity manufactured from a 
primary fuel such as coal is classified as a secondary fuel. 
2. CSIRO Solar Energy Studies Unit, Submission to Senate Standing 
Committee on National Resources, Enquiry into Solar Energy, 28 May 
76, p.5 . 
3. Energy Costs of Dwellings, E.R. Ballantyne, 5th Australian 
Building Research Congress - Resources •. 
4. Chain Reaction, 2 (2), 30-3. 
5. Estimate by R .N. Morse, CSIRO Solar Energy Studies Unit. 
6. Ref. 2 states that there is no technological reason why I x I 0" 
Joules of heat per year could not be provided by the year 2000 from 
solar collectors. This quantity is about 5x the energy needed to satisfy 
the 1972 level of Australia's domestic space plus water heating demand, 
leaving 4/5ths of the solar energy collected for industrial use. 
7. You might find it in libraries, though. 
8. The addition of Solar Collectors to Domestic Hot Water Systems, 
J . T. Czarnecki, 1975*. 
9. Solar Energy and Building, S. V. Szokolay, 1975 (Architectural 
Press, London), 81-3. This book has a good illustrated review of solar 
houses around the world. 
10. Sun on the Roof. P. Brachi, New Scientist, 19 Sept. 74, 712-4. 
11. DIY Sun, Undercurrents, No. 10. 
12. Clive Coogan, CSIRO Div. Chemical Physics, Melbourne, has 
constructed a test-model sump-oil solar collector. 
13. Over the past few years Popular Science has published many new 
ideas for solar collectors. 
14. Spectrally Selective Blacks for Solar Energy Collection, E. A. 
Christie, International Solar Energy Society Conference, Melbourne, 
l970.* Selective Surface Studies, A. F. Rr.id. K. J. Cathrr,, Solar 

Melbourne. (Thanks to John Baird, Cuthbert and Partners 
the architects of the house, for photo and diagram on peg~ -,. ) 

Although most solar scientists do not have much con
tact with the general public concerning their work, usual
ly when you speak to them over the phone or go to see 
them they are more than willing to talk ·about their pro
jects and help you out with technical problems. A com
prehensive list of Australian solar scientists together with 
their area of specialisation is given in ref. 22. 

Choose a scientist working in the area you're in
terested in, and get in touch. It should be a mutually 
rewarding activity. 

Energy Progress in Australia and New Zealand, No. 14, July 75, p.15. 
See also H. Tabor, Selective Surfaces for Solar Collectors, ch. IV of 
ref. 30, "Solar Space Heating" article in this CR. 
15. Yearly solar irradiation tables are available for about 20 loca
tions from CSIRO Solar Energy Studies Unit, P.O. Box 89, East 
Melbourne, Vic .. 3002. 
16. Solar Water Heating in Australia, E.T. Davey, Interpational 
Solar Eneriiy Conference, Melbourne, 1970.* Quite a few helpful prac
tical hints m this short paper. 

17. Solar Water Heaters, CSIRO Div. Mech. Circular No. 2, 1964, 
p.11. 
18. Domestic Solar Water Heating, CSIRO Div. Mech. Eng. leaflet, 
1976.* 
19. Available through Autonomous Energy Systems, 25 McLochlan 
St., Mt Waverley, Vi't. )14'1. 
20. Made by Applied Research of Australia, Adelaide. 
21. An Economic Case for Solar Energy, J. Nicholls, Total Environ
ment Centre, 18 Argyle St, Sydney 2000. 
22. Solar Energy Progress in Aust. and N.Z., No. 14 July 75. Costs 
$3.* 
• Available from CSIRO Division of Mechanical Engineering, PO 
Box 26, Highett, Vic., 3190. 

OTHER LITERATURE 
I . Energy Primer (Portola Inst., Menlo Park, California) has a useful 
chapter on solar energy, plus a good bibliography and a detailed appen
dix on theory. 
2. Another useful solar (and alternative technology generally) 
bibliography is given in Peter Harper's "Directory of Alternative 
Technology" published in the UK Journal, Architectural Design, Nov. 
74, April 75, May 75). 
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At a time when it is becoming 
common knowledge that the sources 
of energy and materials which our 
society has taken for granted- in the 
past are bemg rapidly exhausted, 
alternative technology, which is in
dependent of finite resources, is 
becoming increasingly relevant to 
our future . Technology which has a 
'soft' impact on the communiity's en
·vironment creates a constant flow of 
energy, as opposed to the existing 
"hard" technology in which energy is 
used once and never recovered. 

The idea of building an 
'Autonomous House' using alter
native technology came to a group of 
2nd and 3rd year Architecture stu
dents at Sydney Uni in 1974. They 
sought an ecologically responsible 
alternative to conventionally 
powered and serviced houses, both 
because of the overall impact on the 
environment of the corporate forces 
(e.g. on Lake Pedder, urban creeks, 
etc.) and because of the ruthlessly 
profit-oriented organisations respon
sible (e.g. A. V. Jennings Homes). 

The Autonom0us House was to 
use only naturally powered energy 
systems and, ideally, demonstrate 
total self-sufficiency in all energy re
quirements. At the sam.e time it 
aimed to provide a standard of living 
for five inhabitants (students) com
parable to that of the ordinary com
munity. 

Design and work on the house was 
undertaken by seventeen students, 
resulting in a rectangular-shaped 
house with a large communal living 
area and kitchen at ground level, and 
separate sleeping quarters in a loft 
overhead. A north-facing beer-bottl~ 
wall is responsible for the heating 

Community 
1echnology 

AN 
MJTONOMOUS 

HOUSE 
and cooling of the house (the sun's 
heat is stored in old water-filled beer 
bottles and convection currents can 
be introduced to control the 
temperature). Doors and windows 
can be sealed to prevent heat loss and 
the house is equipped with fibreglass 
insulation, so that it is as thermally 
efficient as possible. Electricity for 
lighting and power is generated by a 
"Quirks" l 2V /300W windmill and 
stored in batteries. 

The floor of the house is made of 
rubble from a demolition site, the 
timber walls are built from scrap, the 
roof is old galvanised iron sheeting, 
and the floor of bricks comes from 
the driveway of a demolished timber 
factory. 

A methane digestor is in use to 
convert human and organic wastes 
into a nitrogen-rich fertilizer, though 

a larger community system would be 
needed to produce enough methane 
gas for lighting and cooking. From 
just one house, too little waste is 
available to really get the system go
ing . Rain water is gathered on the 
large roof area and stored in a tank 
for drinking and general use. A solar 
water heater is mounted on the 
northern side of the roof. 

The Autonomous House is 
therefore built almost entirely from 
second hand materials, from what is 
normally treated as garbage. This 
ensured that construction consumed 
as little energy as possible -:- merely 
human energy and time. 

Here are a few comments from in, 
dividuals who have experienced 
building and living in the 
Autonomous House. 
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"The Autonomous House is not 
Just a house with a series of 
technological systems used to supply 
an assumed amount of energy, water 
and shelter: but it is also one of our 
first st~ps in a search for a lifestyle 
more m harmony with the natural 
world and with other people." 

"We feel that it is important to 
begin living the alternative way 
now." 

* 
"Most of our material resources in 

building in general are geared 
towards building barriers between 
one another, and yet, by circum
stance or desire, people still live close 
to one another. The House is a small 
house ( and uses less materials), yet 
inside there is still a feeling bf 
spaciousness. The whole house is 
basically one room that can be 
adapted for our many uses, and we 
each have small visually-private 
alcoves between the rafters in the 
loft. A terrace house in the inner city 
for five people often seems crowded 
and claustrophobic, yet this house, at 
about half the size, feels spacious." 

* 
"ft is very much a house of the 

present. Much of the interest in liv
ing in the House comes from a sec
tion of the present community that is 
aiming for an alternative lifestyle: a· 
lifestyle closely sympathetic· to the 
changing cycles of nature, seeking 
closer community with other people 
and greater fulfillment in all life's ac
tivities - aiming to embrace a wider 
rang_e of activities in the fields of 

work and leisure and gradually 
eliminate the distinction between the 
two. An important aspect of this 
quest is to begin living the alternative 
way now. So, whilst seeking a reduc
tion and scaling down of hardware, 
we seek an expansion of our 

· software. As contacts between peo
ple in this search become more 
widespread, the products of their 
labours will surely become more 
refined." 

"Living in the House, I began to 
see more and more of both the work
ings of my needs, and of the 
·technology created to satisfy these 
needs." 

* 
. "If we .really want to begin living 
zn ecological harmony with the earth 
t?~n we must reconsider our style of 
living as much as our techniques. 

"We feel that it is important 
to begin living the alternative 
way now." 

• 1\..t \.~ 11 ,"'s,.,\~ttJ. 
• &.tflcs f,1\d. ~\~ ....J.fN'-4 

c.s ....._'< "4te. 
llb1\. ,· ...... & ... a.~ •t 
~le. l,>f,.I( c.\\- ..-v"" ..;.,., 
-i-c, .... t).CC... \.,o-,sc. -\. e,;,'t,u..._~ 
~j .... '-"-· 

...T"'1\l,l&t>l.~14'TOC.. 
STi""- MA4 ..... ....... 
o.. ..... Q"liO ~. 
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It is perhaps ironic that Darwin - within 250 km of 

some of the world's richest uranium deposits and thus 
potential nuclear-energy source-is almost certainly the 
wo()d's ~~thusia~tic per-capita user of solar energy. 

So,!~r 1ff.]YNe;7 !!YStem_ .s, fot insta,~ce, have ~irt~ally 
beoy-41~-- ,Jii~~p-t¢.~ pa~t of the "'t~arwin way. of life' a..nd 

t h · ~-~r~1ng 'ln popularity ever since the in-t?E.-~,~-~j)t:~,q;e CSI RO-tested units in the early 1 %0's. 
¥~{~ ,f~Hiat.. the Department of Northe,rn Territory 
Ji!? , seo to continue its policy of installing tlre sy~tems 
J;~ glr government homes following the d~vastat ion 
f'ca,used by Cyclone Tracy is persuasive testimon:y to their 

lbng ferm economic sense. 
t.,et's look at some relevant figures. 7 
According to a Department of Housing and construe- :t-

';} tion estimate, the total annual cost of usipg a sol-Jr :;: 
system in Darwin/ Alice Springs over a I 5-year period -i 
<1pproximately half that of using an electrie unit over t~e 
same time period. This is despite the fact that the capit,al 
cost of solar systems in the Territo.ry ts severa1 hunct,·ed 
dollars more than electric systems.f ,, 

The difference is . accounted for in annual &perating 
costs-n,il for the solar system ,rrdfan estimated $220 for 
the electric system. For in~tance, according tcfa.vailable 
figures, the appt-0ximate cost (including installation) of a 
270-litre solar },lp)~Water iriit in the Territory in 1974 was 
$990 while for .the sJ,.#ric system it was $600. 

Over A' b~-year peri ,.W' t'he fixed charge (calculated 
with~ 8.5% 1 eres ra , for the solar system per year 
wou1 ave, be . · :$J 18.8 •" . hile for the electric system it 
~ou d have':'b , ~$1 . , ever, added to the cost of the 
kcgic s#.¢1'fl " was a $177 per year operational 

cos~~ktng the t?tal,. rly cos't of the ~olar system Barbara James 
r$ l ~~·com pared with .4 for the electric system. A 
pg1,t~ 0, ·i~been ad to both figures to account for Add to this several hundred more for private sales 
~ a~ · . lffie total ily cost for the solar system from Darwin firms or agents and another hundred or so 
i ? ~ natedat$1.91 c paredto$3.71 for the electric for private sales through southern firms - as well as 
r sy\ tem. , larger units_ operational on several hostels, hotels and 

By 1978 it is estimat th~ darly cost of a 270-litre similar institutions-and the figures rise again. It would 
solar unit will be $2.66 uilt1fefor the electric system it will probably be reasonably safe to say that between one-
be $4.69. The fact t a.<1<tfuestic electricity charges rose fourth and one-third of Darwin homes have solar water 

~ 7-h~etween 394Q o i~ parwin last July is strong units - surely an indication that they are not only 
:t:ti- ~, · a erationaf charges are not likely to get 'economical' but also very satisfactory. 

;.{t,~~6. ~ ,,. ,:· It does help of course, to be· living in a tropical hell ~,, . 
1
~ ~ 1 r systems are the better long_--term which averages 8.5 hours of sunshine daily , reaching a 

~ ~ '~ · i ion. but do they work? Again. let 's peak of 10.3 hours in August and a low of 5.9 in January 
v. ~ ~ ~ a~ores. and f eb.rua,i;y, , !,t bsis; or instance, been estimated that 

r o Cycl<)µe Tracy, there were about 2270 solar the rate o( :So]ar h-ot'-W'~~r 'ef,ficie9. y (th.e percentage of 
hot-water systems on government homes in Darwin . tlto lotal energy l:J e{t !Kr h~ro water u~µUed by llolar 
Most of these, of course, "went with the wind". But t)Je.tn's) fl D rw:ln is ,f'p:: QTQ S,iO ~~~· to 80-85% for 
because of the economic sense and satisfactory per for- A{ti (}: PI)N'g) ~ · fo ~9t!h -~n.d ~'rffib.aJJe, 70-75% 

"6kmc.e, of ht systems the government immediately re- for /\delajd<f; 65- 0 o; ~MU ne ,an(} 60-75% for 
f ~ffiented its poiicy of installing the systems on all Sydney. x 
~- e~~3ff tebuilt government_ homes _in the city . It is es- It sho,uld be remembered, of course, that Melbourne is 
~ ~ed that by the end of this financial year almost 2200 ,,xc ~ - approx.i.r11ately the sc1:rne latitud~ as. much ~f Calif?r-
~},tj-nment homes will again have the solar units, n,a w~ere s9Lar-energy µsage 1s increasing quite 
. 1-n ,a~ditfon, th~re are ~02 solar units on gov,e._ rnme1,1t ~ 9r{l-matw~y;,~v:pres~t,. An~, for those concerned about 

htmies rn Kathenne, 52 m Tennant Creek ansf 389 m i;kmdy 9ays, 1t shou'.1-a"be _pointed out that most c~llect?rs 
~ Ali¢e Springs, makini a total of ano,ther 540 ~ito/.jP. ;.: :%',.?,W~e,w);an $t9r-9/ at leas~ a., day:$ s.ugpf:Y of hot water m an in-

jor Territory centres out~ide Darwin. By Jtilf nex ye_ ~ sula!e.9 stora¥e1't.mlc ~ and that, if r~ally necessary, 
that. total is expected to mcre~~e to .about tOOJ ~!»:Sii eJe~trr~\ b9~te~~~ can &e ;nstalled along with the solar un-
there are another 968 solar umts w;li1c '~a,,;:.mS'~t1;,t.ll~t-ah« W'it ;1s bae - ii'p suppifes. . 
l~d thfo.ughout the Ter.ritory on wha;t 1sJ e~c9b,ecl ag,- Many people up North, the residents of Darwin in par
.. defence and other'' homes. T)WJ ithi~ ~:2ter;,ye~r 4 ~ a9µla:r ~r~becoming intereste9 in _living more self-
there will be near to 4000 solar ho -watet nit otf'iciatly sufficient hves The cyclone which virtually destroyed 

·'installed in Territory homes. /, '/% Darwin in 1974 gave many residents the opportunity to 
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reassess and to then change their values and lifestyles, 
and some interesting and exciting things are beginning to 
happen here. For one thing, many residents who are 
privately rebuilding their homes are trying to utilise as 
much salvaged cyclone material as possible - even if it 
only comprises a small part of the total home - i.e. 
doors or walls. Others are taking low-energy - low-cost 
ideas even further and designing their homes with more 
thought to incorporating natural ventilation systems and 
shading devices to help control the sun's heat, rather than 
be dependent on artificial cooling systems. Still others 
are attempting to become as self-sufficient as possible 
while maintaining a lifestyle more in harmony with the 
natural environment. 

At least three families, for instance, . have purchased 
'eco' toilets which purport to achieve continuous, un
iform and · biological decfomposition activated by 
mesophilic micro-organisms, .and receive organic kitchen 
refuse, newspap~:r .and waste paper ,as w1II aij human 
waste. The toilets pr<1duce a fettUizer nd a soit aro.errd-
1nent and also re~uc~ domestic, water oljSu.rgptr fl. 

Another family, who fiaye pw-0J1as a l;i-v.e-!fcre 'bl«1k 
outside of Darwin, ha:Ve dug tb~1;t P.wn wart:(.r or~and 
have used salvaged cydotre mateda} fo,1; much Qf tnefr 
building program. To keep costs down tlrey'purchased a 
steel frame for a demountable house and have"bticked it 
in for the necessary sheltered rooms such as toilet and 
pantry. The cei'Iing is to be made from discarded"'timber 
from glass crates and the verand.ah is comprised partially 
of salvaged louvre frames. The home is designed to catch 
maximum breezes and require as little centralised power 
as possible. 

Another young family building a home on a fiye-acre 
block near Darwin plans to use the absolute minimum of 
'artificial-type' power. For instance, they intend to ex
periment with growing cassava, the rootstocks of which 
yield a stqrch which can be used to produce alcohol for 

,, /power and lighting purposes. 
The Darwin Sun Club is awaiting approval of a 53-acre 

Jease near Darwin where they hope to build a clubhouse, 
sports course and a few cabins for use by visiting sun-club 
members. Being obvious nature enthusiasts they are try~ 
ing t6 design a system which will most retain the natural 
aspect of the area they hope to manage. They are in
vestigating ways to use sewerage (i.e. as a fertjlizer) and 
wind energy. They intend, for instance to use wiodmilJ 
to pump the water for the swimming pool thty will Jmild 
and would like to incorporate wind generatioJ} for powe; 
and lighting if they can get approval from the appropriate} 
authorities! . / $ 

Another group of people is examining the feasibility of 
building a fully autonomous hmise in the near Dat)V,ih 
area with cooking and lighting powered by solar, wiI)d 
and other alternative energy sources. 1'9ey 'K,i,1¥ 
emphasise an integrated, decentralised ~If-sufficient 
system. As a start they have built a fiye--foot solar 
cooker, using mirrors for the reflective surfa'<::e, and 
report that it is an excellent solar 'croc!f pot', letting food 
cook slowly all day. 

The group which is perhaps dealing with the low
energy - low-cost concept most seriously and on the 
most ambitious scale is the Northern Territory En
vironmental Council. The Council, through a "low
energy alternatives" project it has initiated under the 
na~e. "Solarwise'.', is examining aspects of designing, 
building and costing a total energy village for about 50 
people in a semi-rural tropical area. Local architects as 
well as architectural students from queensland University 
are assisting with the feasibility study. There has also 
been interest and co-operation from government of
ficials. 

It is envisaged the project village would house between 
20 and 50 family groups and incorporate such concepts as 
solar power, residential conservation, a sewerage system 
maximising the efficient use of wastes and recycling ex
cess water for agricultural purposes, and a recycling gar
bage system. lt would also make maximum use of shared 
facilities and equipment. More details of this solar vil
lage, as it is being unofficially termed, will be made 
available as plans progress. 

The Environmental Council has also been promoting 
the concepts of soft technology, solar in particular, by 
organising workshops and seminars with acknowledged 
ex.perts in the appropriate fields. Author-architect, Mr 
Steve Szokola_x,..pf Queensland University; Dr Don Close 
of North Queet'lsland University; and Dr Mat Darveniza, 
of Queensland University have been among those as
;isting to enthuse the Darwin public · about alternative 
energy sources. They 1,mve discussed in detail solar 
storage, coofIJlg and collectors as well as solar power 
systems for isolated rural dwellings, 

So that at least in Darwin, and some t>t;her Tercitor:Y 
centres, the public is being informed of alterfiatives fo 
nuclear and other high-energy sources~ 1nd untH manf 
of t.hose concepts become more wid.el~ used and r~stdil~ 
available to people throughout the wotld, it is '~cou-tag.? 
in.g to see at least part of Australia taking great advan
tage of its greatest natural resource - the sun. 
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Technology 
For The People 
ByThe People 

CAPTAIN 
EDDY'S LEGACY 

Out of the many domestic household solar hotwater 
systems I've been to look at in Melbourne over the past 
month - rather, out of the few I've been able to find -
I think Marie Nurse's up in the suburb of Heathmont is 
going to stick in my mind longest. 

Marie, who remembers as a girl in the industrial north 
of England "being woken up by the clang of clogs against 
cobbled streets as the women walked to the mills and the 
men to the mines," is a kind old lady of 81. She's never 
heard of alternative, soft, low-impact, radical or 
whate~er-_you-wa~t-to-call-it technology. Yet she 
enthusiastically smgs the praises of solar hot-water 
systems, knows al_! about pesticides and pollution, and 
compos_ts all h~r kitchen wastes for a little vegetable gar
den which a fnend now helps her keep going. 

I went to see her because I'd been told about the in
genious rotatable solar collector made by her husband 
Eddy well over ten years ago. And indeed it turned out to 
be quite an invention, and a very pleasant visit. 

The collector is really o~e rectangular metal panel, 
about 4 metres. by 1 metre m area, set in a wooden box 
and covered with glass - double glazing over the top 
2/3r~s. A metal pipe running through the centre of the 
box 1s fixed at one end to the eaves of the house, then sup
ported by a piece of 4"x4" timber near the eaves and 
again by a short stub of 4"x4" at the other end ne~r the 
ground. The pipe serves as a pivot about which the whole 
collector can be rotated. 

A ~e~ible plastic pipe bringing cold water in at the top 
runs !ns1de the box of the c?llector to the base, so it's kept 
well-msulated. The water 1s then heated and rises up the 
collector, and on via another flexible pipe to a hot-water 
storage tank in the roof. 

Marie still moves the weighty collector around during 
each day to follow the sun and she proudly showed me 
how easy it was to do, securing the collector .in any one 
position by means of a dog chain hooked over a nail. 
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John Andrews 

"First I point it over towards the east to get the morn
ing sun," she said. "Then I have it flat for the midday 
period, and over towards the west for the setting sun. My 
husband always said you have to chase the winter sun. In 
summer you can just leave it flat, and there's plenty 
enough heat. Sometimes it gets too hot, you know, and 
you have to turn it away form the sun. We've even had 
the water boiling on a very hot day." 

The system also has an electric booster, which is 
needed on cold overcast days in winter, but only oc
casionally in summer. 

Marie's husband Eddy was a captain in the Australian 
navy. He died four years ago, but he is still very much in 

Marie Nurse and her rotatable solar collector. 

And what do the 
Solar Companies say? 

Sandy Poulsford of FOE (S.A.) 
interviews John Hibell, Marketing 
Manager of Beasley Industries Pty 
Ltd, Adelaide, the largest Australian 
manufacturer of solar hot-water 
systems. 

FOE: What do you see as the main 
harriers to increased use of solar 
energy? 

J.H.:I think there will always be a 
problem with the price of ra,v 
111aterials involved in any hot water 
system. The first object will always 
be to keep costs down. 
. If we could have reduced our pric
lllg on ~olar to only 50% more than 
an electric system, the market would 
have developed to a great extent long 
before this, so I think we have to say 
that cost is the major factor. 

FOE: In South Australia the govern
ment is looking at the possibility of 
legislation to require new houses to 
install solar water heaters. ls this a 
realistic move at this stage? 

J.H.: I think it is very realistic. 
Already the local Housing Trust .has 
indicated very strong interest in solar 
hot-water systems, and on1y three or 
four weeks ago quite a number of our 
units went up to Whyalla to be instal
led for a testing period. 

I would say without doubt that if 
the government is satisfied with the 
performance of these units over the 
next 12 months, then for a start every 
government home in this state would 
l1a ve a solar hot-water system instal
led. 

Eventually, this may pass into the 
consumer area. But we're still up 
against this cost factor. That's the 
main thing to the consumer. 

FOE: How do the economics of solar 
compare with conventional systems? 
J.H: If you look at total supply and 
installation of an average size family 
unit, you are probably looking at 
around double the price of replacing 
an existing electric hot-water system 
,111,I i11~tallation. From what we know 
ul" current power costs in this state, 
thc extra outlay for solar would 
probably be recouped in round about 
five years assuming that the power 
authorities raise their- charges on the 
same scale as they've don_e over the 
last 2 or 3 years. If they go over that, 
obviously the recovery period is a lot 
shorter. 

FOE: Who constitutes the main 
market at present for solar hot water 
systems? 

J .H: The market for solar in 
Australia is still, I believe, in the 
domestic side, probably 99%. 

:FOE: Do you see the main impetus 
for change from fossil fuels to 
renewable energy coming from 
government, or from companies like 
yourself, or only by gradual public ac
cep,t!,lnce. 

J.H:-The consumer, or public accep
tance, is going to force the govern
ment into this anyway. Let's face it, 
every government in the world is very 
·aware of this. We've had so much 
talk about the energy crisis over the 
last cou pie of years particularly. And 
I've got no doubts in my mind that 
governments world-wide are now 
treating solar energy, very, very 
seriously. 

FOE: Coming back to Beasleys-is 
chis just another job to staff and fac
tory workers, or do you feel part of 
some sort of historical process? 

J.H: Very historical. A lot of our 
factory workers and our staff are 
long-standing employees of Beasleys. 
They go back to the days of the 
founder of the company. Some of the 
employees in my division have been 
here. 18-22 years. It's very much a 
family concern. We ~uffer I?robably 
the least amount of mdustnal strife 
of many industries. 

the forefront of Ml;\rie's memory, and lives on in the 
numerous ingenious inventions around the house. 

Altryough he did a course in engineering in his youth, 
Captam ~ddy was essentially an 'amateur' inventor, not 
a profess~o.nal en~ineer o~ scientist, and it's something of 
that trad1t10n which I thmk must be rediscovered if in
creas~ng use of solar energy is to fulfil its many 
prom1s~s. '_[here !s no dou?t. !hat creative technological 
and scientific skills are d1stnbuted much more widely 
among the pop~~tion than our educational classification 
scheme and d1f1s10n of labor would have us believe, and 
there seem:s every indication that alternative technology 
must largely be done by the people, if it is to be truly for 
the people. 
, Cer_tai?ly the ~eeper experiences to be won by 
creatmg a new piece of technology and through it at

taining a more harmonious, sympathetic relationship to 
the environment are lost if say a solar water heater - one ' 
of a million all the same - is simply bought over the 
counter and installed 'professionally'. 

Whatever you think of Captain Eddy's solar system -
you've got to admit it's original! 
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SOLAR 
TECHNOLOGY 

To many people in the environmental movement, low
level solar technology is assumed to be a good thing. Is 
this necessarily so? 

In the complex relationship between the structure of 
society and technology, it is useful to separate out two 
sorts of influence. First, the social, economic and 
political organisation of a society has a strong effect on 
the type of technology imagined, developed and promoted 
in that society. One reason that present-day capitalist 
and state-socialist societies are promoting nuclear power 
is that this form of energy generation fits nicely into ex
isting patterns of centralised economic and political 
control. 

Nuclear technology is seen by elites to be desirable 
because it must be developed and run by experts (well
paid and docile): this effectively cuts off the possibility of 
community control of the technology. Another reason 
why ruling groups promote nuclear power is that it re
quires large amounts of capital; these groups then main
tain more control, through control over the investment, 
over social and technological developments in the future. 
Last of all, the nuclear option is promoted because its 
very enormity and dangerousness seem to justify the ex
istence of the scientific, managerial and poli'tical elites 
who promoted it in the first place. 

The second sort of influence between technology and 
society works in the other direction: the technology 
adopted by a society helps determine the type of social, 
political and economic organsiation of society which 
seems most workable and desirable. The widespread 
adoption of nuclear technology, for whatever reason, 
would reinforce the control orpolitical and economic in
stitutions by ruling elites, and foster an even more 
splintered and alienated social framework than already 
exists under present technology. 

For many of tho"se who promote low-level solar 
technoldgy, the hope - whether explicit or implicit - is 
that solar technology will help promote a better society 
through this second sort of influence. The idea is first to 
introduce an energy technology which is environmentally 
safe and ecologically sound, inexpensive, simple to build 
and operate by individuals and small groups, and which is 
easily integrated into a life-style based on self-sufficiency 
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and 
POLl!l'ICAL 

CHANGE 
Brian Martin 

with help from other members of FOE-Canberra 
and wide~pread participation 1~ vital activities (growing 
and cookmg food, makmg clothmg and shelter, operating 
community-based health and education). 

Establishing this technology hopefully will help lead to 
a society in which economic and political power is more 
widely distributed ," in which people get satisfaction in do
ing those tasks which concern them directly, and in which 
a satisfying interaction between people,and between peo
ple and nature, is part of everyday life. 

So Why Worry About The Social 
Implications Of Solar Technology? 

To argue in this way is already to go beyond the 
promotion of solar technology for purely environmental 
and ecological reasons. But is it necessary to worry about 
the social and political implications: won't they take care 
of themselves? Surely low-level solar technology is so 
much better than its high-technology alternatives (fission 
and fusion, high-technology solar power as from massive 
desert collectors, and the energy-growth syndrome in 
general) that it is worth promoting without worrying too 
much abcut the economic and political techniques of do
ing so . 

The attitude is convenient; but it may not be as ap
propriate as it sounds. It will be argued here that 
widespread adoption of all sorts of alternative technology 
is quite compatible with a highly-repressive social and 
political structure. 

Let's take a possible scenario. Individual ~nergy needs 
are provided by solar space and water heatmg, methane 
cookers powered by refuse, and lighting and back-up 
energy from hydro, wind and perhaps geothermal pow~r. 
All containers are recyclable qr completely bio-
degradable; food in shops is produced with the greatest 
abundance of nutrients and is collectable from large con
tainers in vurtially u'nlimited amounts. Transport is 
provided by a highly efficient public central network, 
augmented by small personal vehicles powered by 
methane or hydrogen produ~ed from solar ener~y. But 
travel is not so necessary, smce cheap electromc com
munication means that one never needs to leave home. 
Working hours are minimal or voluntary. There is a wide 

variety of entertainments provided on tapes and video
discs, ranging from sports and computer games to drama 
and music. A wide variety of pleasurable drugs are free . 

Enough of this scenario. It's not everyone's cup of te_a, 
but it's just an illustration. Let's look more carefully at ,t. 
This hypothetical society satisfies the ostensible aims of 
the environmental movement: minimum use of non
renewable resources and energy, and low environmental 
impact. Yet it is possible that the majority of the people 
living in it would be repressed, in the sense that their real 
human potential for creative and interactive living would 
be submerged. Solar heaters and methane cookers might 
be sold or distributed just the way heating oil and electric 
ranges are now, perpetuating alienation from material 
possessions. Food might be centrally produced and 
processed just as it is now. The transport system might 
lead to just the same faceless anonymity as at pres~nt. 
The easily accessible entertainment and ~rugs ~1ght 
provide the same escape from an empty reality that 1s so 
prevalent today. . 

Many people ·in this hypothetical soc1~ty wou_ld ~e 
'satisfied'. No doubt many today would hke to hve m 
such a society. But the number of people actually 
stretched to their capacity, given the chance to involve 
themselves in challenging and rewarding activities, w~uld 
be small - as it is now. The people so challenged mamly 
would be those who designed highly efficient solar 
heaters, who developed ecologically-sound and highly
productive agricultural techniques; who administered the 
public transport system. and who produced the wealth of 
diversionary entertainment. 

What To Do? 
Assume that a politically-minded environmentalist (or 

an environmentally-minded political activist) wishes to 
promote a society in which there is widespread com
munity involvement in local decision-making and in 
producing the necessities of life, in which social roles and 
structures, technology, and moral codes are purposely 
designed by the community to maximise each in
dividual's opportunities for a satisfyin~ and challenging 
life, and in which life-styles are consc10usly put in har
mony with the evolutionary needs and potential of 
humans and nature. (Isn't this high-sounding?) What is 
such a person to do? 

It is not sufficient just to promote alternative 
technology, such as solar technology, in any way possi
ble. By accepting uncritically the existing political and 
economic structures, it is likely that this technology will 
be introduced (if ever) in a way and in a form that leaves 
these structures essentially unchanged. Solar heaters will 
be sold on the market like other commodities: the poor 
will lose out as the price of conventionally prnduc_ed 
energy rises . Design of technology and of commumty 

organisation (housing, transport, communication) will 
remain in die hands of the scientific-technological elites: 
the technology and community organisation promoted 
by these elites will be designed (unconsciously or not) to 
reinforce their power. (For example, capability for local 
design and production of living quarters will not be en
couraged.) A social organisation will be encouraged that 
does not threaten those who hold power: people will be 
given entertainmertt and drugged escape, rather than 
vital decision-making power. So just promoting alter
native technology and ignoring the political context is not 
enough . 

Neither is it sufficient just to change the existing locus 
of economic and political control. For although 
technology does not determine the structure of society, it 
certainly helps to push it in particular directions. If the 
people took control of all work places today, it might not 
be enough to stop continued promotion of private motor 
transport, or even to stop the technological attraction of 
nuclear power ( or other forms of centralised power 
production). 

The takeover would need to be tied to a programme of 
promoting technology that lends itself to different life
styles and patterns of decision-making. Such a program
me is not inherently part of a political stance based on 
community control (although in practice it is· in many 
cases). The existing social and econbmic organisation of 
society, its buildings and tools - even its very knowledge 
,-- will tend to stimulate a similar organisation of society 
in the future, whatever groups are in control. That is, the 
ruling elites promote technology (such as nuclear power) 
that maintains their political power; this technology then 
makes the existence of ruling elites (of whatever origin) 
more naUral and inevitable. this technology, as well as 
the ruling elites, must be replaced. 

It has been claimed here that a society run using all the 
panaceas of alternative technology, and at the same time 
separating people from the activities that m~intain their 
lives, is possible - in principle. But could present 
monopoly capitalist (or state socialist) society possibly 
survive the transition to such a society? For example, 
could a massive redirection of investment occur - as 
from nuclear to solar power-before disastrous en
vironmental deterioration set in, spurring citizen action 
against the social order? It might be that environmental 
degradation can continue to be blamed on people, the 
same way that automobile accidents, universally are 
blamed on bad drivers and poor roads rather than on in
appropriate technology backed by vested interests. 
Capitalism has surprising adaptive capacities.in this and 
other areas, and it would be wishful thinking to believe 
that making the transition to low-level solar technology 
automatically will present insurmountable rroblems to 
the system. At the same time there wil be serious 
oroblems for capitalism in makin~ the transition while 
maintaining control by the few over the choices of the 
many. It will be;, the task of the politically-aware en
vironmentalist .. lo · use these problems to work for a 
society run completely and directly for and by the com
m unity. 

The conclusion here is obvious, so it might as well be 
short. What is needed is action based on an integrated 
perspective, aimed at changing the existing distribution 
of politica! and economic power and changing the ex
isting technology that is both the product of and the.prop 
for this distribution of power. Promotion of solar power 
and opposition to nuclear power both have this potential, 
but only if carefully linked with political ·goals. What this 
means in terms of tactics, however, is something that 
must be worked out by each individual and each group. 
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RenENJable Energy 
Income from 

the Sun 

SOI.AR SPACE 
HEATING 

Fossil fuels for space heating or cooling? Who needs 
them? From Hobart to Darwin, from Perth to Sydney, in 
fact wherever you live in Australia, if your house is well 
desi~ned it should require very little fuel for either space 
heating or space cooling. Fuel consumption for these pur
poses can be kept to a bare minimum by using a wise mix 
of shading, glazing, wall, roof and floor materials, anti 
insulation, and design so that the sun's warming rays 
enter the building and are absorbed when you want 
heating, but are reflected away when you want to keep 
cool. Conversely, the extent to which you simmer inside 
your house on a hot summer's day, and how often you 

Entries to rock dwellings in the Cappadocia 
region of Turkey. Clever shading and the good 
insulating properties of the volcanic rock keep 
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reach for the heater switch in winter, are direct indicators 
of how badly your house is· designecl from a thermal per
formance point of view. 

Older cultures than our own, cultures which have ha(! a 
much deeper respect for nature, show copious examples 
of architecture which is well adapted to the prevailing 
climate. ~articularly vivid examples include the 
American Indian adobe buildings, the Sudanese 'mud 
huts, the Aegean Island Villages, the cool narrow alleys 
of Marrakesh, and the underground suntrap dwellings in 
the provinces of Honnan, Kansu etc. in China'. But in 
modern western architecture, the abundance, till recent-

these houses cool in summer, and (with the help 
of a small wood stove nowadays) comfortably 
warm in winter. 

ly, of cheap fossil fuels for powering space heating and 
cooling appliances has too often bee~ the excuse. for 
almost totally ignoring the sun in architee:t~ral design. 

In this country, largely as a result of nsmg comfort 
levels the domestic sector has become the fastest grow
ing e~ergy consumer2. accounting for some 13 per cent" of 
the total primary energy consumed each year3

• On 
average 50 per cent of the energy consumed _in Aus~ralian 
homes is used for $pace heating,_ SC? takmg action to 
reduce this demand 1s the most s1gmficant step people 
can take directly to promote fuel conservation. 

Solar Hornes 

Solar energy is ideally suited for space heating. Firstly 
sunshine is uniformly spread over a given area, for exam
ple a city, and each building can act as its _own_ so]ar c_ol
lector. There are therefore no problems m d1stnbut)ng 
the energy to its point of use from central production 
statfons''as is the case with electricity, gas or oil. Secondly 
house heating needs only 'low-grade' energy, that is, a 
large amount at low temperatures, so the use of a_ 'high
grade' energy such as electricity for this purpose 1s very 
wasteful from an energy-efficiency point of view. 75 per 
cent of the energy content of the fuel used to produce 
electricity is actually lost before the old amps and volts 
get to your power point. 

In a sense then all houses are 'solar' houses. They are 
subject to incident solar radiation through_out the year 
and the manner in which they respond to this, and to ~he 
surrounding air by losing heat, will largely determme 
their thermal performance and hence the ~mount of aux
iliary heating they require. For example, m Melbourn~ a 
well-insulated house with a large area of north facmg 
windows, with a suitable overhang of the eaves to shade 
out the higher summer sun, will use far less energy and be 
more comfortable than one with the same area of south
facing windows with little or no insulation. 

Of course some houses are more 'solar' than others 
and here we:re going to be concerned with those which 
satisfy a large proportion of their heating demand ~y 
solar means. In the discussion that follows we'll dis
tinguish between (a) passive systems in which by careful 
building design solar energy is used for heating purposes 
without the addition of special equipment; and (b) active 
systems in which solar collectors are installed to capture 
solar energy and this is conveyed by some means to the 
space to be conditioned or to an energy store. In type B 
systems the heat-transfer fluid may be either air or water, 
the latter having the potential of being used for both 
heating and cooling. 

Passive Systems 

These are the simplest and most elegant solutions to the 
problem of heating a house by solar radiation. Passive 
solar houses caF! be built using 'low-technology' systems 
and can therefore be reasonably cheap. There are some 
very beautiful examples of houses of this type now in ex
istence, so here's a quick review of some of these which 
should also show the basic design principles involved. 
(Note that the references given allow a follow-up of the 
detailed design of these houses.) 

Masterson Studid 

1. The Masterson studio. 

1 
Moveable 

wooden shutters ....--,-

Sing le Glazing 

This is a one-stor~y one-Toom p_g_ttery workshop 
designed and built i~ 1972 by Mr and Ms Masterson. at. La 
Cienega, New Mexico, USA (lat. 35°N). Solar rad1at~on 
is used in two ways. Firstly there's a large south-facmg 
(we're in the northern hemisphere now!) single-glazed 
window allowing sunli~ht to enter the building directly, 
and keeping the heat m by the greenhouse effect. Two 
sliding covers, like barn doors, that can be closed 
manually are used to shade the window during summer 
and prevent excessive heat losses at night. 

Secondly there's a vertical south-wall collector below 
the south window. This collector has a single layer of or
dinary window glass at the front and the absorber is a 
corrugated steel sheet painted black. Four layers of 
black metal lathes between the glass and the sheet.serve 
to increase the heat-transfer area. All air flow is by 
natural convection. 
· Air from the collector rises and flows through a layer of 
stones (20 tonnes) underneath the floor. Some heat is 
retained by the rocks, while the rest rises up through the 
floor by conduction, or through registers, into the studio 
above. Colder air falls into the basement space and back 
to the base of the collector. 

The percentage of heat supplied by the solar system 
has been estimated as 80 per cent with a wood stove 
providing the re~. The solar system has been found to 
provide heat to the studio even on snowy winter days. 

A somewhat similar system bas been used to heat a 
building at the Waite Research Institute5 6 in 
A<;lelaide, with the important design change of using an 
overhang of the roof over the north (back down under 
again) - facing windows to shield. tlie fnside from the 
summer sun (diag. 2). This building is used only to house 
insects and plants but then they too like to keep their lit
tle bodies at a pretty constant temperat~re! (diag. 3). 
This overhang design can be used throughout southern 
Australia but note that it isn't suitable for use in loca
tions of low latitude, e,g. Darwin, where the sun is always 
high in the sky during the important mid-day period . 
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With a suitable roof 
overhang, the summer sun 
can be shaded out from 
a north-facing window 
(southern hemisphere), 
while the winter sunlight 
enters to warm the house. 

The above principle used to heat an insectary building 
at the Waite Research Institute, Adelaide. 

( ~/ 
Summer 

4 

. 
The principle of operation of a Trombe-Michel solar wa 

and a house at Odeillo, France, which uses this system to 
supply 60-70 per cent of the annual energy needed for 
space heating. 

5. Marseille slats - another type of solar wall using 
louvres to give four heating/cooling modes. 
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On a larger -scale, another interesting building which 
uses the large mid-day sun-facing window principle is St 
George's Secondary School at Wallasey near Liverpool 
in the north of England. For over 20 years now no aux
iliary heating has been required for the classrooms and 
labs inside (7). 

Odeillo Houses8'9 
Almost in the shadow of the giant French 1000 kW 

solar furnace, these houses (31 of them) were built by the 
~entre National de la Recherche Scientifique for some of 
its ~mployees at Od~il-lR, high up in the French Pyrenees 
(altitude I 300m, lat. 43° N). They use the Trombe
Michel solar wall principle (diag. 4), which is hard to beat 
for simplicity and effectiveness. 

I_n Australia a house of this type would have a north
facmg concrete wall (recommended thickness 25cm) with 
a dark surface on the outside, and single glazing in front 
of it leaving a space for air convection. A roof overhang 
shades the summer sun from the wall, as in the insectary 
described in the previous section . 
. Air in the space between wall and glass is heated and 

ns~s. passing_ in.to the building at the top through a port, 
while cold air 1s drawn out of the building through a 
lower port into the air space to be warmed. Hence a 
natura heating cycle is started, which can last for two or 
three hours after sunset depending on the amount of 
energy received from the sun during that day. Heat also 
enters th~ buildin~ by radiation from the storage wall, 
after a time penod for conduction through the wall 
depending on the thickness and nature of the wall 
material. 

One of the auth?rs (Peter) is studying the performance 
of a Trombe-M_1chel_ system at the Department of 
Mechan!cal_ E~gmeenng, Melbourne University, and 
rrcsent 10d1cat1ons are that a 25cm wall thickness gives 
the best all-round effect 10

• This thickness is in 
fact ~onsidefabl.y less than that used at Odeillo.-Odeillo 
also experiences much lower temperatures than say 
Melbourne, so double glazing in front of the concrete 
wall was employed on the original houses. 

The most recently built houses at Odeillo receive about 
60-70 per cent of their annual heating energy from the 
solar wall, the rest coming from auxiliary electric 
heaters. However, a wood stove can also be used as at 
similar Trombe- Michel systlems at ChauveJcy-le
Chateau in Frarice' 1• 

Other 
Solar Walls 

The following are three more novel design ideas for 
solar walls which should be useful as a basis for im
provisation, either in designing complete new buildings 
or adding solar walls to existing ones. 

Marseilles Slats 12 A neat way of getting four 
heating/cooling modes from a plain old concrete (or 
other absorbent) wall with a dark exterior surface, by 
having a set of aluminium (or perhaP.s wood covered in 
aluminium foil) louvres in front. The illustration (diag. 5) 
should be self-explanatory. 

Baer Barrels' 3 1• Designed by Steve Baer, this 
wall has been described in most of the alternative 
technology books (e .g. i l 16

) and consists of 55-
gallon steel drums filled with water, stacked in racks 
behind single glazing with their axes pointing south 
(we'r_e up north !lgain, in New Mexico, l)SA). A !arge in° 
sulatmg door, hinged at the lower end of the wall, covers 
the drum wall completefy, and it is lowered in the morn
ing in winter to allow the sun to shine in and warm the 
barrels. At the same time, laying flat on the ground the 
door acts as a reflector to intensify the heat from the sun . 
The door is raised when the sun goes down to prevent 
heat loss, and the barrels lose their heat to the inside of 
the building. During summer the door is kept closed, the 
cool water in the drums acting as a sink for the heat in
side and keeping the room at a. c~rhfortable temperature. 

This wall provides 75-85 per cent of the building's 
heating needs, wood stoves making up the difference. The 
one drawback with the system is the problem of corro
sion of the steel'in contact with water. Anti-corrosive ad
ditives can be added, but it remains to be seen what the 
lifetime of the drums will be. 

Beer Bottles. You can see a nascent version of this type 
of solar wall outback of any true ocker's home, but as yet 
the ~olar potential of this structure has not been so widely 
realised . At Sydney University 'autonomous house', 
however, a group of architecture students have recycled 
those dark-brown beer bottles as one of their north
facing walls inside a glazed 'greenhouse' area. The bot
tles, water-filled with their tops pointing outwards, act as 
a heat store (See Comtec for illustration). But those liv
ing in the house aren't happy with the wall ' s performance 
and are considering replacing it with heavy curtains and a 
dark masonry floor inside the building, exposed to 
northern sunlight during the day. . 

Solar Roofs 
Haystacks . Harold Hay 17 18 19 designed this 

system of natural air condiJioning which has been used 
successfully in a house at Atascadero in California (lat. 
35°N_; n.b. Sydney is 36°S). Also called "Skytherm", it 
provides 100 per cent of the house's needs for heating and 
cooling throughout the year . 

Water is stored in PVC (O. lmm thick) bags on top of a 
metal roof. Above each bag there's a transparent UV
resist ant PVC sh_eet sealed to the bags along their edges 
and held (by air pressure from below) so that there is an 
.ur gap to provide top insulation . Beneath each bag there 
is a black PVC sheet which rests on top of the metallic 
roof. Panels of insulation can either be drawn over the 
bags to cover them, or stacked at one side to leave them 
exposed. 

The illustration shows the various heat-transfer modes 
available. On a winter's day the bags absorb heat and 
transfer it to the room beneath; this continues at night 
when the insulation panels are drawn over to prevent out
wards heat loss from the bags. On a summer's day the 
bags are covered, preventing heat from entering the 
house from above; then at night the covers are removed 
and the cold water acts as a sink for the heat inside the 
house, and radiates energy back out again. 

The horizontal roof collector is a disadvantage for 
winter heating in regions of high latitude, though such a 
system could probably be used over most of Australia. 

METAL 
CEILING 

BUILDING. 
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Water 
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Storage 
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Tank 
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Schematic diagrams of basic solar space-heating systems 
using air (above) and water (below) as the heat-transfer 
fluids. 
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Active Systems 
The diagrams below20 show the two basic iYI,es of 

active' solar house-heating systems: one in which air is 
used as the heat-transfer fluid to carry heat from the 
solar collector to a pebble-bed storage unit or to a room 
where it is needed, the second in which water circulates 
through the collectors and is also used as the heat store. 

Firstly it can be seen that both of these active systems 
are pretty complicated-requjring pumps, valves, a lot 
of piping as well as special collectors and storage units . 
So we're entering the realm of 'higher' technology, and 
hence higher cost. Many of the solar l}ouses with active 
solar-heating systems are really glorified laboratories -
the well-publicised Philips House at Aachen is an excel
lent example. It may prove impossible, however, to use a 
passive system in a particular location (for example, 
north-facing wall or window types require a very open 
site to the north), or on an existing building. In such a 
case some f9rm of active system would have to be con
sidered, since with the collectors as separate components 
greater flexibility is possible in their positioning on the 
house. 

Air orWater? 
What a're their relative merits and demerits as heat 

transfer fluids? 
Advantages in favour of the air-type system are that 

there is no problem with freezing in the collectors or with 
overheating during periods of low or zero energy 
removal. Corrosion problems are also minimised and 
there are no complications with water leaks or water 
penetration. Disadvantages include relatively high pump
ing costs compared to water, and the large volumes (e.g. 
of small rocks) of storage needed. 

On the other hand, using water the heat absorbed in 
the collectors can be stored directly as bot water, without 
having to transfer this heat to some other storage 
medium as is the case with the air system. Also a given 
volume of water can store about four times as much heat 
as the same volume of small rocks. Roughly, 2000 gal
lons of water operating between 32 and 65°C are 
equivalent to 42 tons of rocks working between the same 
temperatures! 

So, pros and cons on both sides, and there's no simple 
answer to which is best, air or water. 

Solar houses using these two types of system have been 
described in detail in many places, therefore, to save 
trees, ·here we'll just give references to a good example of 
each. Dr G. Lofs residence in Denver, USA, uses a com
bination of air collectors and rock-bed storage for space 
heafing 21 22 23

; while the Colorado State Univer
sity's first solar house uses water collectors and a water 
storage tank to provide most of the required energy for 
winter heating and summer cooling24

·• 

Heat Storage 

There are three main methods of heat storage in use to
day: hot water, rock piles and eutectic salts (also called 
heat of fusion storage) . The first method is obviously 
used when water circulates through the collectors, the lat-

ter two when air is the heat-transfer fluid. Water and 
rock storage are well-proven methods, while storage i'n 
eutectic salts is still very much at the experimental stage. 

A solar air-heating installation together with a ro~~
pile storage unit has been operating at the CSIRO DlVl
sion of Mechanical Engineering at Highett in Melbourne 
for several years26 • The system heats a section of lab 
and office space during the winter months, and the ther
mal storage is also used for summer cooling by 
evaporative cooling of the rock pile at night. The pile con
sists of three galvanised iron tanks (total volume 32m3

) 

filled with l 7mm basalt rock screenings. Approximately 
56m2 of solar air heater ( collector area) are required to 
condition a working area of approximately 130m2

• 

Small rocks, usually basalt or granite pebb~es, 1.3-
2.Scm in diam., are used in a rock-bed store to increase 
the area of contact of air with rock and so give good heat
trnnsfer properties (ref. 15 gives a diagram of a typical 
µ1le) . 

Some eutectic (low-melting point) salts, e.g. Glauber's 
salt (sodium sulphate decahydrate) , are useful for ~eat 
storage because they freeze/melt at convenient 
temperatures for space-heating purposes - in the case of 
Glauber's salt, around 32°C . As this salt is heated 
through 32°C, a great deal o~ ex~ra he~t is abs?rbed as it 
changes from a solid to a hqmd . This heat 1s rele~s~d 
again on cooling and solidification . Glauber's salt 1s tn 
fact capable of storing eight times more heat than water 
of the same volume between the temperatures of 25°~ 
and 37°C. This system of storage is used in Dr Mano 
Telkes' Dover House27

• 

Problems emerging with eutectic-salt heat storage, 
however. are that the melting temperature seems to 
change- with repeated cycling, and that the salt corrodes 
its. meta l containers. 

To end with , two more quick ideas for storing heat: 
eutectic mixtures of metallic fluorides 21

; and what 
ll1llUL good old par,dffin wax, which meJt.5 at ~5°C with a 
latent heat of fusion of 40 Watt hours / kg - 1.e. a lot of 
storage capacity? 28 

Colleci:OIS 

Flat-plate collectors for water heating ·are discussed in 
the Solar Water Heating article in this CR , and the same 
type can be used for water-circulation ' space-heating 
systems. As detailed a review of both water and air solar 
heaters as any one should require is given in refs . 29-32 . 

In this country CSIRO have developed a simple solar 
air heater which is used on their lab heating-cooling 
svstem already described, and on an experimental solar 
timber drying kiln at Griffith , NSW'' . 

I l1t: use of solar collectors in . conjunction with heat 
pumps is currently arousing a lot of interest. In one ar
rangement water is heated by collectors and stored in a 
tank and then a heat pump (think of using the heat com
ing out the back of a refrigerator!) is used to draw off 
heat from this store and 'pump' it up to a higher 
temperature for getting even hotter water, or for higher
temperature air heating. The attraction of the heat pump 
is that the quantity of heat transferred to a higher 
temperature is several times greater than the energy re-
quired to run the pump. 34 • 

lo---- .46-4fflffl ---

CSIRO's solar air heater and its use in a timber-drying kiln 
at Griffith, NSW. 

mains 
,I. 

TANK 
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hot water supply 
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A heat pump can be used in winter to raise the 
temperature of water from solar collectors to a useful 
level. 'The heat-pump compressor could be powered by a 
wind generator, as shown. 
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S0 far we've been largely looking at the design of 
whole new solar houses, but in conclusion we'll transfer 
attention to what can be done to enlarge the solar con
tribution towards heating existing houses, and to improve 
their thermal performance generally. 

First, if you're lucky enough to have a suitable north
facing wall, or can add one, any one of the solar walls 
described previously could possibly be incorporated into 
an existing building. 

Also , overhangs from north-facing windows can easily 
be fitted to houses as an extra, and dark-coloured floors 
or walls behind such windows will further improve the 
solar heat gain through them during the winter months. 
Or outdoor blinds over these windows could be used in
stead of an overhang to keep the summer sun out. Indoor 
blinds, white on the outside surface, also do this, but not 
so well as outdoor ones. 

It is not difficult to conceive of a 'Haystack' Skytherm 
roof pond being added to a flat-roofed building. Alter
natively, with many houses a substantial solar contribu
tion could be obtained by fitting one of the 'active' solar 
a ir-heating systems described earlier. 

However, with all these solar space-heating systems, 
and with fossil-fuel heating systems, it's not much sense 
getting the heat in if it's going to leak out just as quick 
through the walls or ceiling. If a house isn't already in
sulated then, putting in at least ceiling insulation is the 
most fuel-conserving action you can take. 
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Ceiling insulation can cut domestic heating bills by 
about 40 per cent, the exact amount depending on the 
house iesign nd thickness of insulation installed. Higher 
percentage savings can be a.chieved if the walls a re also 
insulated35 • Moreover, an msulated house stays much 
cooler in summer. 

In Victoria it has been calculated that if all houses had 
adequate ceiling insulation now, there .would be a 7 .2 per 
cent saving in the States total secondary-energy require
ments . (So much for Newport's necessity!) 

The following table gives the recommended insulation 
requirements (using mineral wool batts) for some cities, 
together with the peri?d it wou ld take for savings .in fuel 
bills (October 1975 pnces) to pay back the cost of mstall
ing · the insulation. This costs $269-365 for the average 
house, except in Canberra where it is $470. 35 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Payback 
Period (years) 

Adcla~e 50 4~ 
Canberra 100 3.3 
Sydney 75 4.7 
Melbourne 75 4.1 
Hobart 75 3.8 

And of course there is always the Eskimo solution: per
sonal insulation by wearing warmer thicket clothes inside 
during winter! 
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SOLAR POWER 
BIBLIOGMPHY 
Most of the important technical breakthroughs in solar energy technology have 
occurred in the last five years, although highly efficient solar flat plate collectors 
have been commercially available for twenty years in several countries including 
Australia. In this rapidly progressing area of technology bibliographies become 
out of date by the time they are published so an attempt has been made to list 
most of the books written for the lay-person or do-it-yourselfer on the basis of 
whether they are available through booksellers. All such books marked thus* are 
available from the Whole Earth Bookshop, 81 Bourke Street, Melbourne 3000. 

SOLAR ENERGY DIRECTORIES 
Australian materjals on solar energy 
are indexed in the Australian Solar 
Energy Data Base (ASEDB) which is 
maintained by CSIRO in both printed 
and machine-readable form. 

SOLAR ENERGY SOURCE BOOK, 
edited by CW. Martz (Solar Energy 
Institute of America, Box 9352, Wash
ington, DC 20005. Feb, 19 77). 400 
pages, 5~x 8~, loose-leaf, $12. 
Update sheets are planned as the solar energy 
industry grows. One of the more compre
hensive solar energy directories. 

SOLAR ENERGY UPDATE, published 
annually by EiC-Environment Informa-
tion Centre, Inc, as part of its Energy 
Directory Update Service. Address: 
292 Madison Ave, New York, NY 
10017, 1977 edition 84 pages. Paper
back 
Need a guide through the maze of federal 
and state government agencies, trade and 
professional associations, information 
systems, centres and publications concerned 
with solar energy conversion in its many 
forms? 

While not all-inclusive, this 'select guide' 
to this information may be just what you are 
looking for. Write the publishers for prices, 
etc., on this and their many other energy 
services. 

OVERVIEWS 

*EARTH, WATER, WIND AND SUN: 
OUR ENERGY ALTERNATIVES, 
by D.S. Halacy, Jr., hardcover $11. 95. 
( Harper and Row.) 
An entertaining and highly readable little 
book by a skilled professional science writer 
who believes that, while none of the currently 
available alternative energy sources is a magic 
solution for fossil fuels, they can, taken to
gether, provide a solution to the world's 
energy crisis. 

*DIRECT USE OF THE SUN'S ENERGY 
Farrington Daniels ( Ballantine, Random 
House, New York, 1974) 
This is a reprint of the original 1964 Yale 

University edition. The State of Winconsin 
has produced Aldo Leonard, John Muir all 
from the same cloth. Daniels' book, selected 
to be one of the texts for our course, is still 
the best overview of solar energy applications 
around, but especially in view of its emphas
is that solar energy should be developed 
fir st to aid the poor and developing natio ns. 

RAYS OF HOPE: The Transition to 
a Post-Petroleum World, by Denis 
Hayes. (W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., 
Publishers, 500 Fifth Ave., New York, 
NY 10036). Hardcover, 5~x 8!4, 
240 pages, $9.95 (paper $3.95). 

*ENERGY FOR SURVIVAL - the 
Alternative to Extinction: Wilson 
Clark. $6.95 (paperback). (Anchor 
Press/Doubleday, Garden City, New 
York.) - 1974. 

AUSTRALIAN SUN LIGHT 
DATA 

CONTROL OF SUNLIGHT PENE
TRATION, INDUSTRIAL DATA 
SHEET A.2 
Department of Labour and Immigra
tion, 1974 - $1. 75. Available from 
Federal Government bookshops. 

EBS BULLETIN N0·8 - SUNSHINE 
AND SHADE IN AUSTRALIA. 
R.O. Phillips(Dept. of Housing and 
Construction, Experimental Building 
Station). $1. 85. 
Available from Federal Government book- ,·," 
shops. Both of these booklets enable the 
user to find the extent of sunlight penertration 
and shading on buildings or in modifying 
an old one, it is important to know the 
extent to which a building is self shading, 
the penetration of sunlight into rooms, the 
shadows cost on it by other buildings and 
trees and the effect of window shading 
devices. The plastic protractors supplied 
with both of these booklets is used with 
solar charts to enable the designer to rind 
as easily as possible the angles at which the 
sun's rays will fall on a building at different 
times and seasons and places. 

ARCHITECTURAL AND 
ENGINEERING 

SOLAR ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE 
John Yellot et al. (American Institute 
of Architects, 1975). $12.50. 
Prepared by the Solar Energy Applications 
Team of Arizona State University for the 
AIA; order from the AIA or from the 
Architecture Foundation, College of 
Architecture, Arizona State University, 
Tempe, Arizona 85281. This is far and away 
the best step-by-step description of the 
architectural design principles inherent in 
different ways of harnessing solar energy for 
home heating, with detailed and well-illustrat
edexamples of actual homes employing these 
principles. This is my primary resource for 
the slides I use in class and public talks. A 
beautifully oone book. 

SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING: 
Engineering, Practical Design and 
Economics. Jan F. Kreider and Frank 
Kreith (McGraw-Hill, 1976). $22.50. 
This is the most widely used (but, I think, 
also the most rigorously marketed) book 
that focuses quantitatively on solar heating 
and cooling of buildings. The first part 
contains the usual fundamentals of heat 
transfer and solar energy collection, while 
the rest applies these principles to buildings 
and hardware. Actually, the book is 
written in a not-too-advanced style, which 
makes it usable by a person with limited 
technical background. 

BOOKS FOR 
DO-IT-YOU RSE LFERS 

*THE AUTONOMOUS HOUSE, by 
Brenda & Robert Vale, ( Universe Books, 
1975). $7.50 
It's not for the casual reader who is curious 
about solar and wind energy and other 
aspects of self-sufficiency. It is a well 
written, illustrated and tabulated book for 
those seriously interested in planning, 
designing, building, and testing a self-ser
viced house for themselves or for others. 

*DESIGNING AND BUILDING A 
SOLAR HOUSE: by Donald Watson. 
(Garden Way Publishing, Charlotte, 
VT 05445). Paperback, $11.50. 
A nuts-and-bolts book, with chapters on 
passive and active solar systems, energy 
conservation measures, and designing 
for northern climates, by one of the fore
most contemporary solar home builders 
and solar hardware innovators. 

*AN ATIACHED SOLAR GREEN
HOUSE: by W. E. and Susan Yanda. 
(The Lightning Tree - Jene Lyon, 
Publisher). $7. 95. 
A concise (18 pages) and well written 
booklet, in both English and Spanish, 
showing the do-it-yourselfer just how to 
to about adding a greenhouse to his home 
for a very modest outlay (about $2.50 
per square foot). The attached greenhouse 
offers a number of advantages such as 
lengthening the growing season (fresh 



tomatoes from May, January), adding 
heat to the home, helping in insulation, 
and adding a pleasant living space in which 
certain plants can be grown all year round 
and vegetable and flower seedings can be 
started early in the season. 

*THE SOLAR HOME BOOK: by 
Bruce Anderson with Michael Riordan. 
8% x 11, 297 pages, many illustrations, 
tables charts, etc. $9.50. (Cheshire 
books). 
O early written, easily read chapters cover 
solar architecture, solar fundamentals, direct 
solar heating, soft technology approaches, 
indirect solar energy systems, do-it-your
self proj ects, perspectives, and an appendix 
covering climatic da ta, design data, informa
tion and supplies. Co ntains practically 
everything you need to know about the 
solar home, including SED's SolarSan TM 
solar water heaters. Highly reco mmended. 

*LOW -COST-ENERGY-EFFICIENT 
SHELTER FOR THE 'OWNER AND 
BUIWER': Eugene Eccli, Ed, ( Rodale 
Press, 1976). $8.95. 
Order from Rodale Press, Emma nu s, 
Pennsylvania 19409. This is a remarkably 
fine extension of Ref. 24 above, covering 
the material in more detail and adding an 
emphasis on designing smaller houses that 
use space and materials more efficiently, 
on recy cling old buildings and used materials, 
and on balancing energy and esthetic needs. 
Specific how-to-do-it co nstruction details 
are given, again in a framework of cost
saving. The book then moves into the design 
of the "solar-tempered home", fo llowed 
by the best introduction 1 have seen to 
the integrated north-wall greenhouse. Some 
good examples of designs, integrat ions, and 
renovations are given. Soft-cover. 

*THE 1977 SUN CATALOG: available 
for $2.00 (Solar Usage Now). 
Lists absorbers, blowers, collectors of many 
types, co ntrols, fo il pumps, tanks, lenses, 

and just about everything else you need to 
get started in solar energy. 

A good overview of solar energy hardware 
and software available today. 

*COMPONENTS CATALOGUE 
(Southwest Solar Sy stems, Tucson 
Arizona). $2.00. 
Southwest Solar Systems' brand new solar 
components catalog is now available, 
fea turing tracking devices, collectors, pumps, 
co ntrols, design service, product availability 
resear ch service, literature, ideal for the 
professional or the do-it-yourself er. 

SOLAR POWER GENERATION 

*SUNLIGHT TO ELECTRICITY: 
Prospects for Solar Energy Conversion 
by Photovoltaics, by Joseph A. 
Me"igan, 6% x 9U, 163 pages, with 
index, footnotes, and bibliography, 

•(MIT Press, 2nd Printing, March, 1976). 
$15. 95. 
In this interesting and rea listic assessment, 
the author considers current and expected 
energy usage in the US to the year 2000, the 
state-of-the-art in photovoltaics and the 
economic and business considerations in 
developing photovoltaic energy co nversion 
on a large scale. Dr. Merrigan envisions an 
almost immediate and rapid application ot 
low power systems in communica tions, 
recreatio nal vehicles and mobile homes, and 
projects the use of photovoltaic converters 
fo r supplementary and peak power generat
tion by about 1990, and general power 
generation around the turn of the centu;y. 

*ENERGY: THE SOLAR HYDROGEN 
ALTERNATIVE, by J. O'M Bockris, 
6 x 9 %, 365 pages ( Halstead Press, New 
York, N Y). Hardco ver. $35. 00. 
This is a most timely book ona subject of 
first-rate importance written by a distinguish
ed physical chemist perhaps best known 

for his work in the 'The New Electrochem
istry' concerned with electron exchange 
with other phenomena at metal-solution 
interfaces, but who se work and interests 
cover a broad spectrum. Professor Bockris 
has more recently truned his attention 
toward the great question of the world's 
future energy supply, its economis, and its 
relation to environmental and ecological 
matters. All these are discussed in the book. 

INVENTIONS AND PATENTS 

*SOLAR ENERGY INVENTIONS 
AND DESIGN PATENTS 1976. 
Paperback 8 % x 11, is available from 
the author and publfsher, Stanley 
Gari/, R esearch Specialist. $10. 00. 
Briefs most of the US general, chemical, 
electrical, mechanical and design patents 
issued on invent ions in the area of solar 
energy and conversion in 1976. 

POLITICS OF SOLAR ENERGY 

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
AND THE POLITICS OF TECHNICAL 
CHANGE. David Dickson ( Fontana, 
1974, 224 pages). $1. 50. 

CHAIN REACTION, VOL. 3, N0·2, 
1977. Quarterly magazine published 
by Friends of the Earth $1. 00. 
Co ntinues a special series of articles on 
the politics of alternative energy, and the 
interco nnection between job creatio n and 
use of reasonable energy sources. 

SOFT ENERGY STRATEGIES 

ENERGY STRATEGIES, THE ROAD 
NOT TAKEN? Amory Lovins ( Friends 
of the Earth, A ustralia, 1977). $1. 00. 

SOFT ENERGY PATHS 
A mory Lovins (Penguin, 1977). $2.95. 
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